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FROM THE EDITORS DESK
I am honored that I have been again given an opportunity to work on 10th Edition of our
Department Newsletter, “POORNIMA EXPRESS 2016-17” Odd Semester, Department of I Year,
PIET. As we all know, a newsletter mirrors a college-Its vision and mission, it also highlights
events, activities and academic prowess and achievements of the department. As Henry Ford
quoted, “If Everyone Is Moving Forward Together, Then Success Takes Care Of Itself”. Keeping
this in mind, we have chosen the theme of our newsletter as “Vibrant India” wherein we have
tried to capture all the activities conducted by the PIET with the vision to provide maximum opportunity to all.
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I am glad to learn that the First Year Department of PIET is bringing out next issue of it’s biannual newsletter
“POORNIMA EXPRESS 2016-17”. A newsletter is a reflection of the work done, efforts made and
achievements in a semester by a faculty and students of a department.
India is a nation governed & known for its cultural, colorful and traditional diversity rightly reflected by the
term “VIBRANT INDIA”. This era of 21st century deals with curiosity, innovation, dreams and most
importantly plans. It is also an era of competitions and survival of fittest. At POORNIMA, we emphasize on
enrichment of young minds to face the future challenges and make use of the available opportunities.
Through innovation and hard work duly supported by cutting edge research, our engineers can play a very
significant role in the overall development of our nation. First year is very crucial to lay a good foundation of
knowledge and skills, not only of Engineering but also of language and communication. I hope that
contributions made in this newsletter will pave way for a better understanding of challenges and
opportunities, and actions required. I congratulate the editorial board for bringing out this newsletter and
wish the students a grand success in their endeavors.

Dr S.M. Seth,
Chairman, PF

JAI JAI POORNIMA SANSTHAN.
JAI HIND

I am delighted to know that the DEPARTMENT OF FIRST YEAR of PIET is enlightening its students of all the
happenings in a nut-shell through their Odd Semester Newsletter POORNIMA EXPRESS 2016-2017.
Apart from having technical knowledge, an employable engineering graduate is supposed to possess various
interpersonal skills like aptitude, leadership, problem solving, management of resources, English
communication, creativity and innovations etc. With the focus on strengthening communication skills this
year, the language classroom assumes great significance here wherein modern pedagogical methods and
technological resources can be utilized in complementing one another by teachers to train students to learn
and master English language. I hope that this newsletter will provide a platform to language as well as
engineering subject teachers and students for meaningful discussions and deliberations on the
strategies to empower the Language of English. I wish faculty and staff members of the department all the
Shri Shashikant Singhi,
success and pray for their achievements in incorporating these attributes in their students to make them
Director General, PF
able to compete against the best in the world.

JAI JAI POORNIMA SANSTHAN
JAI HIND

It gives me great pleasure to say that once again the students of PIET are achieving heights of success and
excellence. POORNIMA EXPRESS 2016-17 decorates all the colours showered by the students of 1ST YEAR in
the ODD SEMESTER, Session 2016-17. The mixture of experience of faculty members and hard work of
students are making a deadly combo of last longing and cheerful colours. The responsibility to use it wise is
on the architects (youth) of the building namely “INDIA”. VIBRANT colours are very eagerly waiting to get
sprayed on the building and in a right manner.

Dr (Prof) Ajay Kr Bansal
Campus Director, PIET

It is great to know that the delightful and soothing colours of innovation, skill, and passion are making us
proud once again. I hearty congratulate all the students and faculty members of 1ST Year and I ensure you
this is just a step towards a very happening future ahead

JAI JAI POORNIMA SANSTHAN
JAI HIND

“believe you can and you are halfway there”
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FROM THE DESK OF DEAN
India is a nation of cultural diversities & traditions ,emerging mesmerizingly as VIBRANT INDIA .
YOUTH is the pillar of this emerging nation and I am proud to say that Poornima Foundation is
working towards inculcating the creativity and responsibility in the right direction. Now it’s the
duty of the youth to walk on the road of excellence.
I congratulate Department of First Year, PIET for bringing up the Odd Semester Newsletter
“POORNIMA EXPRESS 2016-17”.
Dr Rekha Nair
DEAN (PF, 1 ST YEAR)

JAI JAI POORNIMA SANSTHAN
JAI HIND
FROM THE DESK OF H.O.D.

“Success and excellence has always been a long path of hard
work and patience”
POORNIMA EXPRESS 2016-17 showcases the creativity and talent of 1st Year students of PIET
and their participation and contribution to the department activities in the current semester.
I would like to congratulate all the faculty members and students for a great start in this long
journey.
Ms Pooja Sharma
H.O.D 1ST YEAR, PIET

JAI JAI POORNIMA SANSTHAN
JAI HIND
FROM THE DESK OF PROCTOR
The students of 1ST Year Department, PIET (Session 2016 -17), have shown great promise for future
and I expect a bright and enthusiastic forthcomings. Milestones are surely waiting your way dear
students and we’ll help you in every way to achieve them.

JAI JAI POORNIMA SANSTHAN

JAI HIND
Mr Anmol Chaturvedi,
Proctor,1ST Year, PIET

Admissions 2016-17
Session 2016-17 has been a great year for PIET as all the seats of every
branch has been filled. A number of meritorious students have joined PIET
through RTU to add jewels in its crown. Some of the percentage holder are:
Manoj Yadav: 92%
Pranjali Bohra: 91.2%,
Ajaypal Singh: 91.6%
Siddharth Singh: 89%
Shivam Kabra: 87.2%
Vishrut Joshi : 85.8%
Navanshu Sharma: 84.6%

Tapish Bhardwaj: 89.8%
Yash Mathur : 88.2%
Girraj Raigar : 84.6%

“teacherS oPen the door, but you MuSt enter by yourSelf!!”
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“प्रथम संवाद”
On 5th August 2016, to motivate all the students of the session 2016-17, Branch Specific
interaction by HODs and Lecture on Extra Ordinary Engineer taken by Sh. Shashikant Singhi,
DG, PF. The Session was highly motivating and guided the students to follow the correct path.

PAhla kadam-Engineering of Extraordinary
Dr S.M Seth ,Chairman, Poornima Foundation interacted with 1ST Year students to enlighten,
foster and usher them towards the road of success through his inspirational words at Arbuda
Convention Center on August 24, 2016.

WORKSHOPS
Web Technology (15/9/16), ROBOTICS (19/9/16), PCB (15/9/16) and AUTOCAD (22/9/16)
workshops were conducted in CS, ECE, EE, CIVIL branches respectively for TECHNICAL SKILL
ENHANCEMENT of students.

SPECIAL DAYS CELEBRATION
International youth day , Engineer’s day & Gandhi Jayanti were celebrated by first year
department in an interactive manner by organising several talent competitions. Students
have explored their writing, communication & poster making skills.

CLUB ACTIVITIES
For overall growth of students Three Clubs were made for FIRST YEAR, namely, LITERARY
club, SCIENCE & MATHS club, ENGINEERING & TECHNOLOGY club. For each club, student
coordinators have been appointed from all the six section of First Year. The club activities are
completely student driven. The first club activity was conducted on 3rd September 2016
wherein the students were exposed to the activities like : Group Discussion, Quiz and
Aptitude Test to enhance their career oriented skills.

teacher’S day celebration
“A TEACHER PRESENTS THE PAST, REVEALS THE PRESENT AND CREATES THE FUTURE”. On 5th
September Teacher’s Day is celebrated in the memory of DR. SARVEPALLI RADHA KRISHNAN,
a great teacher. On that day students of senior classes took lectures.

“celebrate what you’ve accoMPliShed, but raiSe the bar each tiMe you Succeed!!”
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Interaction with higher class H0D
Mr. Deepak Moud (HOD,CS), Mr. Sachin Chauhan (HOD,ECE), Mr. Pankaj Dhemla (HOD CIVIL),
Dr. Nandkishore Gupta (HOD, EE) interacted with students of First Year, PIET, discussed the
importance of Goal Setting. They emphasized on the fact that “the goal without a plan is just a
wish” and encouraged the students.

ALUMNI INTERACTION
PIET Alumni visited the campus and had a brief interaction regarding their achievements
and experiences. Ms Nancy Soni (pursuing higher education) and Ms Shradha (currently
working with L&T) of 2014 batch interacted with students of CS branch .

MANTHAN (DEPARTMENT LEVEL)
MANTHAN is a DEBATE COMPETITION organized by POORNIMA FOUNDATION. Two
teams of SHWETA SINGH and VISHRUT JOSHI & FANNENDRA SHARMA and BHARAT
JOSHI advanced ahead for the INTRA COLLEGE DEBATE COMPETITION. The INTER
COLLEGE MANTHAN was held on 15th September 2016 in which 22 colleges
participated across Jaipur.

AAROHAN 2016
AAROHAN 2016 annual tech fest was celebrated with a great zeal from 8 th September 2016 to
11th September 2016. PIET 1st year made 2 teams namely “ROARING LIONS” & “BULLETS”.
Achievers from PIET First Year Department were:
Long Jump(Girls) Chandrika Bhargava, Browse the NET: Lokshit Sharma , Maanas Middha
(CS), Patangbaazi: Piyush Gupta, Nitesh Sachdeva(CS). Technical Poster(Digital): Swapnil
Joshi. Sketch-Up : Harshit Jain . Housie: Hitesh Soni .

MISSION 10x
In Seminar Hall an interactive and heart lighting activity was held in 2nd week of
August. Students were asked to perform on a particular topic or debate or recite
something. The whole activity carried out was managed and conducted by respective
tutors.

“if oPPortunitieS doeSn’t KnocK, bulid a door”
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ORIENTATION WEEK
Orientation week was conducted in the first week of August wherein variety of sessions were organized ranging
from session on general facility, administrative session, college visit .
Zero Lectures of all the subjects were held in each class to introduce the students with the academic curriculum
and RTU marking scheme.

ACADEMIC ACTIVITIES
Power– Point Presentations, Google Classroom, Quiz, OBT, Virtual Lab, Video Lectures, Case Studies, Applications
Based Questions involving student interaction were held in order to explain the importance of OUTCOME and SKILL
BASED Learning.

laurels


Ms ANURIKA MEHTA has been awarded PhD degree in Chemistry from Poornima University



Mr ANMOL CHATURVEDI completed his M.Tech from Poornima University.



DR PRAMOD AWASTHI presented the paper on SMART TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT:THE BACKBONE OF SMART CITY
in SSRG International Journal of CIVIL ENGINEERING.



DR.SAMA JAIN presented paper on TRANSFORMING TOWARDS SMART CITY:ROLE OF NANO TECHNOLOGY in
SSRG International Journal of CIVIL ENGINEERING.

An Ecosystem for Innovation
For 'Sell in India' to 'Made in India’ India since beginning of civilization has been a leader in science and
technology. Lack of favourable ecosystem for spurring innovation, however, has dented its position post
independence. Today, India produces around 2% of IT products that we consume. This is also adversely impacting
India's economy. The need of the hour is to make India a Innovation driven manufacturing hub from a
consumption market by creating an enabling ecosystem for nurturing product start ups. Entrepreneurship needs
to become part of the national culture instead of being success story of a few. The new government has
recognized the need to create an ecosystem for fundamental research and innovation for India to become a
global manufacturing giant with specific programs for Small Entrepreneurs, Start-up Villages, and Incubation
Centres. The nationwide “District level Incubation and Accelerator Programme” can promote ground up frugal
innovation. new growth drivers as well. Global Indians educated in Indian universities like IITs and IIMs have used
foreign soil to make inventions and innovations that have benefited the world. With the right impetus it is quite
possible to create the next Google, Facebook, Whatsapp out of India. The budget makes a big start by starting a
fund for promoting product led start-ups, a much desired innovation in the thinking of government .
-Ms Pooja Sharma

“it’S not about ideaS, itS about MaKinG ideaS haPPen”
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WALK WITH ME!!!
Why don't you come walk with me
through life's doorways and heaven’s eternity
Walk through the good & Walk through the bad,
Walk through the happy & Walk through the sad
Take my hand I’ll show you the way
There are so many things we can do today
Whether it be happy, whether it be sad,
My friend, I’ll help you through all things
Good or Bad
-- Pankaj Kumar Goyal (CS)

Vibrant means Spirited and colourful. Vibrant India was the name given to a biennial Investor's Summit
held by Government of Gujarat in Gujarat. It was the scheme started by Mr Narendra Modi, Current
Prime Minister of India. The main focus for building Vibrant India is to bring opportunities in India and
foreign participation in it will give rise to development of our nation.. The key focus areas of
development identified includes: *Innovation; *Sustainability; *Youth & Skill development”. Sceptics
argue that India’s competitive Strength are not in making and exporting things but in areas like IT and
Business process outsourcing where India is a world leader, we need investors to put their money. This is
a dream project of Prime Minister of India, Mr Narendra Modi, to make India the leading countries of
the world adopting a very simple slogan for “Vibrant India” ,i.e.
“Sabka Sath, Sabka Vikas”.

-Roopal Mathur(CS)

“the future belonGS to the coMPetent, Get Good, Get better, be the beSt!!”
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prashant kumar
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BLOOD DONATION
CAMP - 5 OCT’ 2016



AADHAR - NOV’ 2016



PRAYOGAM - NOV’2016

(ASST. PROF DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH)

“nothing can come between you and your destiny , if you grab hold of every opportunity.
nothinG can coMe between you and SucceSS, if you Give your beSt Shot and nothinG leSS”.
We wish ALL THE BEST TO THE STUDENTS FOR THEIR FUTURE!!!

—POORNIMA FOUNDATION
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